
Looking for Compostable Products? 

At Antonelli we care about the environment.  We continually 
review our wastage and recycling procedures in our factory and 
warehouse as well as our packaging materials.  We are in the 
process of moving our cones packaging away from bubble wrap, 

substituting it with corrugated cardboard.  Our production team 
is also currently trialling PLA bags instead of polythene.  On top of this we 
also have a compostable range of tubs, spoons and take home packs, as 

well as compostable pouches for our dry decorations and inclusions, which 
all fall under our GREENLINE range. 

Antonelli Boat - decades of composting 

The Antonelli boat has been part of our product range over many 
decades.  You could argue that this is the ultimate ‘compostable’ ice cream serving 
dish.  Why?  Firstly you can eat it, secondly if you don’t then the birds probably will, finally if 
there is any left after that it will quickly biodegrade and there will be nothing left littering the 
streets. 
 

Compostable Tubs - stock & personalised 

If you prefer to use tubs and to help minimise your business’ 
impact on the environment, Antonelli has introduced a range of 
compostable tubs.  There are two ranges of compostable tubs 
allowing you to opt for our stock design paper tubs or our 
personalised paper tubs.  This gives you the opportunity to still 
brand your tubs with your own logo without harming the 
environment. Each of these ranges has three sizes of compostable 
tubs - small, medium and large, although the individual sizes 
between the two ranges do vary slightly.  Please note that the 
minimum order quantity for personalised compostable tubs is 
5,000 to 10,000 depending on the size you select.  PLA tubs are 

also available on request. 

Compostable Spoons - an education 

In some respects these compostable spoons are almost too successful! These 
spoons are made from PLA, but some consumers mistake them for plastic!  So it 
is up to us all to educate consumers and broadcast to them when we are using 
compostable spoons.  We suggest you put up a sign or add a note on your menu, 
put leaflets on your tables, post on your social media platforms and so on to 
explain that whilst your spoons may look like plastic they are in fact made from 
PLA which is compostable.  

Whilst these PLA spoons are robust and help with your 
conscience regarding disposable products and 
the environment, they are susceptible to 
warping if left in the sun or next to an oven 
etc.  So please store your compostable 
spoons carefully. 

To discuss which compostable products you 
would like to be added to your next order 
speak to your Business Relationship Manager 
or contact us...  

How to order: 
call us 0161 789 4485 

email orders@antonelli.co.uk 
register for order enquiries on our website www.antonelli.co.uk
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Product Code Description Size Capacity Pack

Compostable Take Home Packs

PGLTRAY500A Rectangular take home pack for ice cream/gelato (inc 
base, lid, compostable liner & film) 17cm x 12cm x 9.8cm(h) 500ml 40

PGLTRAY1000A Rectangular take home pack for ice cream/gelato (inc 
base, lid, compostable liner & film) 22.3cm x 13.2cm x 9.7cm(h) 1 litre 40

PGLTRAY500 Square take home pack for ice cream/gelato (inc 
base, lid, compostable liner & film) 14cm x 14cm x 9cm(h) 500ml 40

PGLTRAY1000 Square take home pack for ice cream/gelato (inc 
base, lid, compostable liner & film) 18cm x 18cm x 11cm(h) 1 litre 40

Compostable  Spoons & Dispenser

PGLSPOON2MIX Coloured spoons rounded head (ordered on demand) 12cm - 3000

PGLSPOONMIXPO Mixed coloured spoons 9.5cm - 5 x 1kg

PGLSPOONBAND Cream spoons for PGLSPOONBOX in bunches (900/kg) 9cm - 3kg

PGLSPOONBOX Spoon dispenser (for use with GLSPOONBAND) once 
loaded keep upright 14cm x 14cm x 23cm 2 stacks 1

Compostable Paper Tubs

TUBGL1 Biodegradable tub small 70mm x 62mm x 38mm (h) 80ml 250

TUBGL2 Biodegradable tub medium 73mm x 86mm x 44mm (h) 160ml 200

TUBGL3 Biodegradable tub large 76mm x 91mm x 56mm (h) 230ml 180

TUBGL1BOX Biodegradable tub small 70mm x 62mm x 38mm (h) 80ml 2000

TUBGL2BOX Biodegradable tub medium 73mm x 86mm x 44mm (h) 160ml 1400

TUBGL3BOX Biodegradable tub large 76mm x 91mm x 56mm (h) 230ml 1260

Personalised Compostable Paper Tubs   (lead time up to 3 weeks)

ANT3C Personalised tub with your design small (MOQ 10,000) 72mm x 61mm x 40mm 100ml 1500

ANT5C Personalised tub with your design medium (MOQ 10,000) 80mm x 64 mm x 48 mm 140ml 1750

ANT8C Personalised tub with your design large (MOQ 5,000) 90mm x 73mm x 55mm 220ml 1300


